Low-power indoor/outdoor location tracking

Do you want to know when your manufactured parts leave the factory?

Are your materials travelling from one storage to another? Do you want to track them and be notified when they arrive on site?

Do you want to better control and keep track of assets that reside outdoors and indoors?

Do you need to track vehicles, also when they’re parked in a garage?

STICKNTRACK GPS/BEACON is a universal solution for tracking and locating valuable non-powered assets in indoor and outdoor locations in an extremely simple way.

Installation as easy as a sticker. No Wifi configuration, no SIM cards, no cables.

Forget maintenance. Battery lifetime up to 5 years without replacement.

Industrial use. Water, temperature and shock resistant.

Online access. Geo-zones and alarms, asset groups, complete activity and location history.

Optimized for indoor & outdoor asset tracking. Switching to GEOBEACONS when no GPS.

STICKNTRACK achieves this by relying on the most recent sensor evolutions and network technologies requiring minimal energy consumption levels, such as the Sigfox Low Power Wide Area Network (LPWAN) network.
# Technical Datasheet: StickNTrack GPS Beacon

## Product specifications

### STICKNTRACK GPS PRO

- **SERVICES:** Geolocalization, journey interpretation, activity detection, trip history, geofencing, alarm notifications
- **FUNCTIONS:** Indoor and outdoor location detection, movement detection, zone detection using beacons.
- **NETWORK CONNECTIVITY:** Sigfox
- **WATER RESISTANT:** IP66
- **OPERATION TEMPERATURE:** -20°C to +60°C
- **DIMENSIONS:** 120 x 55 x 30 mm
- **WEIGHT:** 127 gram
- **NON-RECHARGEABLE BATTERIES:** 3 x AA lithium 3.6V, up to 5 years
- **MOUNTING OPTIONS:** Screws, rivets, tie-wrap, 2-sided tape, magnets

### STICKNTRACK BEACON

- **PROTOCOL:** Bluetooth Low Energy
- **WATER RESISTANT:** IP65
- **DIMENSIONS:** 72 x 45 x 22 mm
- **WEIGHT:** 50 gram
- **BATTERIES:** 2x AA (1.5V)
- **MOUNTING OPTIONS:** 2-sided tape, screws